Conservative candidates flipped two of the four open seats in Saturday’s runoff elections for the Houston Independent School District board — a testament, some say, to the grip that national politics conservative wins show power of politics in hisd board races

Speaker Nancy Pelosi is reportedly considering reneging on her vow to step aside from House Democratic leadership after the midterm elections. The Democratic Party is in such bad shape that it will

house democrats have no heir apparent to pelosi and no plan to stay in power

Voting rights activists are sounding alarms about what they say is a broad effort to dilute the voting strength of people of color and sideline the Black elected officials across the South who have

'no one with power is listening:' activists warn redistricting moves in the south threaten black political power

News 12’s Scott McGee speaks with Rep. Mondaire Jones of the 17th District about lessons learned and developments within his first year in Congress and forthcoming plans.

'politics and power in the maghreb algeria tunisia and morocco from independence to the arab spring'

The internet has forced a who wields power in the big city?

BY LAURYN BECEKR VIDEO BY LIZ STOECK

What started as a graphic design project has transformed into a project sparking a conversation between people of all majors, backgrounds, and political

the power of graphic design showcased through political posters

Power, Politics, Trade, and The Ukrainian Connection. One of many wise market axioms is that “if you trade the news, you lose.

power, politics, trade and the ukrainian
connection
With the Andrew Cuomo sexual harassment scandal still having political reverberations, former Cuomo aide Karen Hinton joined Errol to shed light on what it is like to work for powerful men who create

karen hinton: politics with a “p” and the men who abuse their power
New financial disclosures further expose the political power of the nation’s two largest teachers unions. Between 2020 and 2021, the National Education Association provided more than $8 million

new ’dark money’ financial disclosures expose the political outlook and power of teacher unions
It is ironic that Biden administration pursues camp politics while targeting the Olympics. Such politicization will fail, however, as apolitical sport will once again reign supreme at the event, not

camp politics are part of the biden doctrine in his olympic policy
The United Nations was urged to use its status as the seat of global politics to promote the “importance of religious engagement and literacy” to advance development and diplomacy at a global

un urged to promote religious engagement and literacy, especially in the west
I suppose the question was not if Ant and Dec would become the nation’s political conscience, but when. They are a two-man Northern Powerhouse with broad cross-party support and an unerring sense of

long live ant and dec, the unlikely political saviours taking down boris
In the Gulf, governments are starting to tackle their own problems — and this time without the directing influence or involvement of the United States.

can self-help diplomacy lower political heat in the middle east?
Political parties in the poll bound states are now eyeing the support of farmer leaders to ride their newly gained acceptability and popularity

edcstani | the farmer agitation may be over, but the politics has just begun
It’s doubtful that many people outside the field of medieval scholarship have even a passing acquaintance with the 12th-century agreement known

review: the invention of power: popes, kings, and the birth of the west
BLM protests continue to challenge conservative orthodoxy on a range of issues in both parties. MSNBC’s Ari Melber tracks that, and how potent protest songs are. In this special report, MSNBC viewers

blm upends conservative politics by ’fighting the power’
Speaking a party rally in Jaipur, Congress Rahul Gandhi took a swipe at the current political scenario and said the country needs to throw Hindutvavadis out of power and bring back Hindus.

throw ’hindutvavadis’ out of power and bring back hindus: rahul gandhi at mega rally in rajasthan
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development is investigating aldermanic power over affordable housing and has asked Chicago City Council members to answer questions about the longtime

is aldermanic power killing affordable housing projects in chicago? hud is investigating and seeking answers from the city council.
The Romania Power Market research report enhances the dynamic cycle by understanding the methodologies that support business interest regarding customer product Romania Power Market division and

romania power market outlook report- solar pv and onshore wind power to lead renewable power market in romania
Russian President Vladimir Putin took a tour this week of a century-old power plant, which has just reopened as a contemporary art center after a major, years-long renovation. The GES-2 House of

a major new art center has opened in a former moscow power plant, but rising political unrest in the region is cooling excitement
As county leaders voted on a newly-proposed magisterial district map, Republicans say Democrats made the map-making process a political one designed to help a colleague.
the coles district to get 2,500 new constituents in overly-political process, republicans say
On any given day in Jordan, more than nine million residents eat approximately ten million loaves of khubz 'arabi—the slightly leavened flatbread known to many as pita. Some rely on this bread to

the politics of bread in contemporary jordan
The Government machinery being entrusted with election duty has, most certainly and undoubtedly, been able to contain and curtail the muscle power to a considerable extent but failed in containing

money power in indian electoral politics.
A political comeback? One way for Cuomo to settle we stand by the women who were brave enough to come forward and speak truth to power," a spokesperson said. "If Andrew Cuomo didn't want

'there's power in that fear': andrew cuomo looms in the race to replace him
Does the white paper tabled by the government in the Punjab Vidhan Sabha serve the twin purpose of providing cheaper and uninterrupted power to consumers? Realistic planning and not politics in

politics over power damaging consumer interests
Large and active political parties circulate ideas, arguments and experiences between the centre and the periphery of power. So too do membership organisations: trade unions, business associations

sleaze is just a symptom - democratic politics in the uk is dying
It is meant to be based on an earlier deal struck between the military and civilian political forces in the wake of the overthrow of Omar al-Bashir in 2019, under which they agreed to share power

explainer-sudan’s political transition in the balance
“And there’s power in that fear “Since the beginning of this ordeal, this has never been about politics for us it’s been about getting to the truth,” he said.

‘there’s power in that fear’: andrew cuomo looms in the race to replace him
A movement where politics and government are used to serve the common good — the good of all — not merely the maintenance of current systems and self-serving power brokers. If we are to renew

honesty, respect, collaboration and joy should be core values in our politics
What does this power shift in Mineola mean for Democrats in the Legislature's minority and their constituents? News 12 speaks with Legislator Arnie Drucker, of Plainview, fresh off his reelection.

power & politics: breaking down the gop election day gains on long island
It plays petty and petit politics instead of true party politics. This deceit is coming from its known principal members who have succeeded in destroying the political fortunes and prospects of

amechi’s politics destroying apc in rivers - livingstone wechie, ex-state apc spokesman
The government’s criticism may be more political in nature but it is also detrimental to When such events are targeted by a sitting government, it means that those in power do not want any

censorship in the name of politics in pakistan
Politics has, too often, become about gaining perceived stature or power and remaining in office. Ideally, an election is about testing your ideas and working with others in a representative

freudenthal: the future of political campaigns is in our hands
Let’s be clear: Although this fight pits the conservative mayor against the liberal Assembly, it’s not about policy or politics. It’s about the balance of power in city governance and

the latest fight between the mayor and assembly is about more than politics
One example is that of Obote, whose failure to implore the power of speech and persuasion (Okuteesa) to resolve political differences in 1966 set a bad precedent for subsequent actors. Yet